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the same year in december, alex kuznetsov and alex lavin
discovered an information leak from wincc simatic v7.0 and

discovered the information leak with a buffer overflow
vulnerability. the vulnerability was fixed by siemens in the
version 7.1.0. the same year in december, david bennett, a

security researcher at rapid7, reported a remote code
execution vulnerability in siemens wincc simatic v7.0. he

exploited the vulnerability by uploading a specially crafted file
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to a web server, and the web server then stored the uploaded
file to a location from which wincc simatic would download the
file. the remote code execution vulnerability in wincc simatic

v7.0 can be exploited by an attacker to execute arbitrary code
on the target system. we strongly suggest administrators
review the advisory and make sure all wincc simatic v7.0
devices are patched. simatic wincc is the market leader in

scada systems. it is a sap foundation solution and is used in
production environments all over the world. more than 25
million simatic wincc systems are installed worldwide. the

siemens simatic wincc management suite is part of the
complete siemens scada system and connects siemens scada

systems and simatic wincc from the next generation. it
provides single-click access to siemens scada functions in the

simatic wincc management system. the primary function of the
siemens simatic wincc management suite is to manage
siemens scada systems. this includes communication

functions, configuration, maintenance and provisioning, as well
as the remote control of scada and simatic wincc systems.
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simatic wincc supports multiple languages and the
international community. the software is available in english,
french, german, spanish, japanese and chinese. so you can

choose your language of preference. in addition to the
operating system it is based on the siemens simatic libraries.

the simatic libraries are licensed under a free license.
therefore, you can use them for the development of your own
application. the simatic wincc is part of the simantic product

family. the simantic family is integrated into the hmi, or human
machine interface, component. the tia portal allows you to

connect a tia (tubular industrial automation) interface to the
simatic wincc. all simatic wincc modules are available in a

wincc-engineering (exe) version as well as in a simatic wincc-
technical (tia) version. the tia version is based on standardized

technical interfaces to facilitate the integration of the tia
portal. the exe version can be integrated into the operating

system of the simatic wincc and can be used for runtime
monitoring. for the deployment of an efficient application and
a user-friendly interface wincc-engineering is the prerequisite.

the availability of the simatic wincc-engineering has been
extended for the new generation of the wincc-engineering. the
new generation wincc-engineering has been implemented on

the basis of the it-standardization and therefore is compliant to
the latest new european regulations. the new version of wincc-

engineering is available for the current operating system
version from windows vista upwards. updates are not

automatically applied. you have to download the update
manually and install it. you should save the updated wincc

engine to the following folder:
“%windir%\temp\wincc_sp3\wincc_engine_win64”. if you have
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more than one wincc, the updated wincc can be found in the
folder “%windir%\temp\wincc_sp3\wincc_engine”. 5ec8ef588b
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